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Implantable hearing devices, such as the Vibrant Soundbridge, were originally developed to be an
alternative to traditional external auditory canal hearing devices. Recent modifications in surgical
technique have allowed this implantable device to find a unique new niche in the treatment of mixed
hearing loss. The primary design of the Vibrant Soundbridge marries a floating mass transducer to
the incus to deliver mechanical energy through the native conductive mechanism. Variants to this theme
have been developed to address specific issues. In this work we review the alternative placements of the
floating mass transducer with different ossicular reconstruction configurations and placement at the
round window.
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

The challenge to restore hearing to patients with hearing
loss persists despite a multitude of innovative techniques.
Traditional hearing devices successfully treat most patients
with sensorineural and mixed hearing loss. They fall short,
however, in cases in which occlusion of the external auditory canal leads to recurrent infection, epithelial irritation,
discomfort, or hearing aid feedback. In other mixed-loss
situations, attempts at surgical improvement of the conductive component of a mixed loss leave patients with poorly or
sometimes nonaidable hearing.
Implantable hearing devices, such as the Vibrant
Soundbridge (VSB; MED-EL, Durham, NC), were originally developed to be an alternative to traditional external
auditory canal hearing devices. The traditional placement of
the VSB attached to the incus has been shown to be as safe1
and effective in restoring hearing for patients with sensorineural hearing loss.2 Mosnier et al3 demonstrates that the
gains obtained at 3 months from VSB testing persist 5 to 8
years after implantation. Recent modifications in surgical
technique have allowed this implantable device to find a
unique new niche in the treatment of the hearing impaired.
The VSB device has now been successfully used in Europe
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and in ongoing US clinical trials to address mixed hearing
loss. Frequently, the conductive component of a mixed loss
is alleviated, and a significant quantity of gain is realized to
aid the sensorineural hearing loss.
The primary design of the VSB marries a floating mass
transducer (FMT) to the incus to deliver mechanical
energy through the native conductive mechanism. A titanium clip loosely crimped to the incus with intact
stapedius tendon and stapes allows transmission of vibrational energy to the ossicular chain. Gain and function
that are roughly equivalent to those of a standard hearing
device have been realized by hundreds of patients. The
principle advantages of the device include avoidance of
the occlusion effect, the ability to leave the ear canal
open in cases of intolerance of hearing device use, and its
cosmetic advantage. The device has been remarkably
dependable, and early concerns about incus necrosis have
not proven to be a problem of any significant degree.
Despite early hopes with the first VSB placement strategy, no significant difference in functional hearing in
quiet or noise was realized when compared with traditional hearing devices.4 The advent of an open-mold
hearing device design removes most of the advantage in
2 of the 3 areas of the traditional VSB use.
Variants to this theme have been developed to address
specific issues. In Europe, several connecting clips are
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Figure 1 Classification of FMT placement. Pictorial demonstration of classification scheme of alternative placement of the VSB
FMT. (1) Shows traditional placement of FMT to incus. (2a)
Shows the FMT attached in a PORP configuration, and (2b) shows
attachment to TORP. (3a) Demonstrates placement of the FMT at
the round window, and (3b) shows placement at the oval window.
Adapted from Dumont et al.7 Images with permission from Vibrant Med-E l. (Color version of figure is available online.)

available to allow fixation of the FMT to an ossicular
reconstruction prosthesis. For example, Cremers et al5 interposed the FMT from the anterior crus to the tympanic
membrane in a case of incus necrosis. Hüttenbrink et al6
carried this further by the addition of a titanium clip to the
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FMT carrying it from the TM directly to the stapes footplate.
Recently, several authors have reported on placing the
FMT at the round window. This has the particular advantage
of treating patients in whom the ossicles are eroded or
missing. Many of these patients have failed previous ossicular reconstruction attempts and have sought an alternative
solution. In addition, round window placement of the FMT
has been attractive in treating patients with atresia and
unfavorable anatomy for external auditory canal reconstruction or with poor ossicular configuration.
A comprehensive classification system has been described by Baumgartner for all alternative placements of the
FMT (Figure 1; Baumgartner WD, personal communication). Although there have been several iterations of placement of the FMT, this work will focus on the round window
placement.

Round window placement
Placement of the FMT at the round window takes advantage
of directly displacing intracochlear fluid in a retrograde
fashion compared with the typical stimulation of the oval
window. Round widow stimulation has been successfully
borne out with experiments in animal models.7 With use of
the VSB, FMT placement at the round window has been
shown to successfully treat mixed hearing loss and has been
used in patients with atresia8,9 as well as in patients with
posterior petrosectomy.10

Figure 2 Placement of FMT at the round window. Placement of the FMT at the round window. (A) Showing the FMT size in relation
to the round window anatomy. (B) The round window niche has been drilled to view the membrane and to accommodate the FMT. (C) The
FMT is in the round window niche with an interposed piece of fascia. (D) Another piece of facia is placed over the FMT to ensure stable
placement. (Color version of figure is available online.)
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Indications
Round window placement has been reserved for cases in
which traditional hearing devices are problematic, bone
conduction devices are insufficient, and erosion or missing
ossicles prevent conventional placement. Round window
placement is particularly attractive in many cases of atresia
with poor prognostic criteria for standard atresia repair.

Procedure
The VSB device comprises the speech processor and the
vibrating ossicular prosthesis (VORP). The VORP is further
composed of the FMT, a conductor link, and an internal
receiver.11 The size of the FMT is 1.4 mm in diameter by
2.1 mm in length, which correlates nicely to the round
window niche. The approach is similar to a cochlear implant
with a limited mastoidectomy and a wide facial recess
exposure. The titanium clip for ossicular fixation is clipped
off, as it is not needed. The boney lip of the round window
niche is carefully drilled until the membrane is clearly
visualized (Figure 2B). The FMT must have good approximation to the round window membrane to successfully
transmit mechanical energy to the cochlea. Thus, an intervening layer of temporalis muscle is placed between the
FMT and round window membrane and is directly visualized (Figure 2C). The speech processor is then placed in a
cortical well, as is typical. A video of placement of the FMT
at the round window can be found at http://calear.com/
video.php.

Efficacy
Compared with total ossicular replacement prosthesis reconstruction, RW placement of the FMT the postoperative
air-bone gap is significantly favorable (⫺19.38 dB at the
round window vs 21.52 with a total ossicular replacement
prosthesis). The air conduction gain was 58.31.1 Beltrame et al 12
reported similar gains of 37.5 dB from 0.5 to 4 kHz with an
SRT gain of 24 dB in quiet. This result compares well with
conventional attachment of the FMT to the incus, showing
gains of 18-36 dB even up to 8 years postoperatively.3

Pearls
As with conventional placement of the FMT onto the incus,
patients with pure tone thresholds less than 15 dB may
notice a “buzz” from the transducer itself. To avoid this, it
is advisable to reserve VSB placement in patients with an

appropriate cochlear loss. In the near future, a low circuitnoise processor will be constructed by the parent company.
Also, successful placement requires interposition of tissue
between the device and the round window membrane. In
this way, direct coupling to the cochlear fluids is possible
avoiding a thin layer of air between the FMT and the round
window membrane.

Conclusions
VSB has been a successful option in restoring hearing in
cases of mixed hearing loss. The device allows for creative
placement of the FMT depending on the topography and
function of the middle ear space. Furthermore, these alternative placements allow the device to treat a diversity of
conductive and sensineural hearing losses.
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